HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR GUESTS

Sunshine, relaxation and fond
memories of Cussay!

WELCOME TO OUR 2015 EDITION OF
LE NOUVEAU BULLETIN!

One of our many
highlights of the year
was to welcome Lulu
back to the house in
which she was born.
She gave an interesting
insight into life here in
the 1980’s and 90’s.
This time she was with
her new husband. We
were delighted for them
to have photos taken in
the grounds. We wish
them every happiness
in the future.

A huge Thank You to everyone who has
written reviews on TripAdvisor. We are very
proud to have received a Certificate of
Excellence earlier this year.
Our pleasure is
knowing that all our
guests have thoroughly
enjoyed their stay at
Les Petites Cigognes.
Each year it is our
pleasure to welcome
back over 30% of our
guests. Of course all
new guests also
receive a very warm
welcome.

Thank you Adam for
the superb sketches you
produced during your
stay this summer. We
look forward to seeing
you and your sketches
again next year.

A wide variety of birds and animals
visit Les Petites Cigognes. This Little
owl regularly keeps watch from the
top of the barn whilst a Barn owl nests
inside and Tawny owls in the woods
nearby. Many will recall seeing deer
wandering across our fields or hearing
boar scuffle in the ditches at night.
This year saw the first nuts produced
on our hazel trees; hopefully this will
encourage a still wider range of
wildlife in and around our grounds.

The annual Rose Festival at
Chedigny is always a good visit.
How do they get so many roses to
grow in such a small village?
This year’s Comice d’Agricole
was held in Descartes. As always
there was great support; the
floats, gardens and wide variety
of other attractions for the
weekend were adored by all.

This year we found a wonderful chateau at Valencay. The interior rooms
are fully furnished and very interest. The kitchens are exceptional. Using
the buggy to tour the gardens and woodland made it a very relaxing day!
There are many good restaurants nearby.
If you use Facebook, don’t forget to ‘Like’ us at Les Petites Cigognes.
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